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SUMMARY

A distributed Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method for finite element analysis has
been developed and implemented on a parallel SIMD Quadrics computer. The main
characteristic of the method is that it does not require any actual assembling of all element
equations in a global system. The physical domain of the problem is partitioned in cells ofnp
finite elements and each cell element is assigned to a different node of an np-processors
machine. Element stiffness matrices are stored in the data memory of the assigned
processing node and the solution process is completely executed in parallel at element
level. Inter-element and therefore inter-processor communications are required once per
iteration to perform local sums of vector quantities between neighbouring elements. A
prototype implementation has been tested on an 8-nodes Quadrics machine in a simple 2D
benchmark problem.

RIASSUNTO

Questo rapporto descrive lo sviluppo e l'implementazione di un metodo del gradiente
coniugato precondizionato, per analisi agli elementi finiti, su di un calcolatore parallelo
di tipo SIMD della serie Quadrics. La principale caratteristica di questo metodo e di non
richiedere l'assemblaggio effettivo in un sistema globale delle equazioni di elemento. II
dominio fisico del problema e diviso in celle di np elementi finiti ed ogni elemento della
cella e assegnato ad un processore differente di una macchina ad nn nodi di calcolo. Le

matrici di rigidezza di elemento sono conservate nella memoria del processore
assegnato ed il processo di soluzione e eseguito completamente in parallelo a livello di
elemento. Comunicazioni fra elementi, e quindi fra processori, sono richieste una volta
per iterazione per eseguire somme locali di quantita vettoriali fra elementi contigui.
Una implementazione prototipale e stata provata su di una macchina Quadrics ad 8 nodi
in un semplice problema bidimensionale.
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1.0 Introduction

In spite of the ever increasing computing power of present CPU's, there are many problems in

stress analysis (such as large non linear problems), which still require too much computing time

for a routine finite element analysis on a single-instruction single-data (SISD) machine. One

way of overcoming this limitation could be the exploitation of advanced computers based on a

multiprocessor architecture such as:

- SIMD (single instruction-multiple data) machines where many processors perform

simultaneously the same operation on different data;

- MIMD (multiple instruction-multiple data) machines where many processors perform

simultaneously different operations on different data.

New specific computer algorithms are then required to actually exploit potential high

computing power of parallel processing in stress analysis. Aim of this work has been the

development and implementation of a "parallel" finite element method on a Quadrics machine

[1] and to test its performance in a simple benchmark case. The present formulation is based on

a "distributed" version [2-3] of the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method [4].

2.0 Quadrics Parallel Computer

Quadrics [1] is a family of SIMD massive parallel computers with a tridimensional architecture

based on a cubic lattice of processing nodes. Each node is connected to the six nearest nodes:

the external nodes of the lattice are connected, in a ring-like form, with the nodes at the opposite

end of the lattice (periodical boundary conditions).

The Quadrics processing nodes are composed of a proprietary floating point processor, a local

memory (4 Mbyte) and a custom communication chip, which allows each node the direct access

to (and only to) the memories of its own six neighbouring nodes. The floating point processor

is a single precision MAD (multiply and add) unit with 128 32-bit registers and a peak power

of 50 MFlops. The nodes are controlled by a central processing unit that supervises the flow

control and data addressing of the machine. Integer numbers can be processed only by this

CPU.

The Quadrics architecture spans from 8 (400 MFlops and 32 Mbyte) to 2048 (100 GFlops and

8 Gbyte) processing nodes. Computer programs for Quadrics are written in TAO [5], a high



level Fortran-like language, with specific features required to exploit the characteristics of the

machine.

3.0 FEM Formulation

The formulation refers to the standard Finite Element Method [6] and therefore only the basic

points of interest for following developments will be outlined here. The principle of virtual

displacements states that the equilibrium and boundary conditions of a solid mechanical body

are satisfied when the virtual strain energy equals the virtual external work:

Jv{8e}T{a}dV = Jv{8u}T{b}dV +JA{8u}T{t}dA

for every kinematically admissible virtual displacement field. In the above expression {b}, {t}

and {r} are body forces, surface tractions and concentrated loads respectively, and the vector

notation of stresses and strains is implied [6].

A system of n<i element equilibrium equations is obtained through expansion of the

displacement field in terms of nodal values, strain-displacement relations and material

constitutive laws:

W M = ft} (i)
where [Ke] is the element stiffness matrix, {xe}is the unknown element vector of nodal

displacements and {fe} is the element vector of nodal forces. The next step in the standard

procedure is the assembling of all element equations (1) in a global system. This point, of basic

interest for future developments in this paper, requires a more detailed discussion.

Being ne the number of finite elements in the mesh, n<i the number of d.o.f. for each element

and na (< ne x nd) the total number of d.o.f. in the discretized problem, let the subscript 'e' in a

generic vector {xe} denote an element vector of n<i components and the subscript V in {xu} an

unassembled global vector of r^ element vectors {xe} :

{xu}
T={{xe}*,{xe}![, ... , {x e £}

Its dimension is therefore nu = ne x nd. Finally the subscript 'a' in {xa} indicates an assembled

global vector of na components.

The relationship between {xu} and {xa} is given by the global connectivity matrix [A],[7], :

{xu} = [A]{xa} (2)



The i-th row of [A] relates a d.o.f. in {xu} (i.e. a local d.o.f. in one element vector {xe}) to

the global assembled vector of d.o.f. {xa}; therefore ,when local and global reference systems

are the same, all row elements are zero except the unit value in column k, where k is the
position of the local d.o.f. in the assembled global vector {xa}. In other words, if k=n(i) is the

position of the i-th d.o.f. of {xu} in the assembled vector {xa}, the connectivity matrix can be

defined as:

where 8j n is the Kronecker,s symbol.

As well stated in [2], the operation [A] {va} denotes distributing the vector quantity from the

assembled system to the local elements, similarly the operation [A]T{vu} is equivalent to

summing the local quantities from all incident elements to the global system. Hence , the
operation [A] [A]T{vu} represents summing up of the quantities of each element vector with

the contributions of all its neighbouring elements and the following notation will be used :

u l (4)
The relation between unassembled and assembled force vectors is therefore evidently :

(5)

The equilibrium condition of the whole discretized body becomes, from Eq.(l),:

[Ku]{xu} = {fu} (6)
which is an unassembled system of nu = ne x nd equations. [Ku] is a block diagonal matrix of

the element stiffnesses [Ke] of Eq.(l). Combining Eqs.(2),(5),(6) yields :

[KJ {*.} = { « CD
with

[Ka] = [A]T[Ku][A] (8)
Eq.(8) gives a formal expression of the assembling operation performed in the finite element

method, in terms of the connectivity matrix.

3.1 Distributed Iterative Solution

The approach which has been chosen for the solution of the FE problem is the distributed

Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method. This iterative procedure seems well suited for

application to SIMD architectures (such as Quadrics) for its characteristics of rate of

convergence, inherent parallelism and low storage requirements.



The standard PCGM for symmetric positive definite problems is a well known iterative

algorithm [4], which requires at each iteration the calculation of the following vectors and

variables:

(9)

{z}k is derived from {r}k through some preconditioning matrix [M] :

[M]{z}k={r}k

The initial conditions are :

Starting from an initial guess {xa}0 (usually a null vector) for the solution, the sequence of

improved estimates (xa}k+1 will converge to the solution of Eq.(7); the process is stopped

when some criterion on the residuals {ra} t = {f,} ~[Ka]{xa}k is met.

All vectors and matrices refer to the assembled form, as denoted by the subscript V-

Nevertheless, as shown in [2], the PCGM can also be expressed entirely in terms of element

matrices and element vectors (in unassembled form), without any need to form explicitly the

global stiffness matrix [Ka].

Let us recall Eq.(2),(5) and define, in a similar way, the following unassembled vectors

(10)

Introducing these definitions and Eqs.(4),(8) in Eq.(9) yields the following iterative algorithm :

10



» k}k=[Ku]{Pu}k

b)

c)

g)

(11)

The following main remarks can be done :

- in the standard algorithm, Eq.(9), the most CPU time consuming step is the matrix-vector
product [Ka]{pa} , corresponding to step (a) in the above distributed procedure;

- steps (a),(c),(f) and (h) involve only vector operations with element quantities and can

therefore be performed independently element by element;

- step (d), the "distributed preconditioning", is discussed in details below and requires

independent solutions of element equation systems;

- the coefficients a and P in steps (b) and (g) are ratios of global sums of element quantities.

They can be obtained first by independents scalar products of vectors at element level, then

by accumulation of the contributions of all elements on a processor and finally by summation

over all processors.

- step (e), according to the definition of Eq.(4), requires the local sum of element quantities

over all incident elements. Only here the local behaviour of each element is interconnected

with the others and therefore this is the only step which requires knowledge of element

connectivity and data exchange between neighbouring elements.

The iterative loop is stopped when the following convergence test is satisfied :

11



where

and £ is an input tolerance.

Lk has the meaning of a "residual work" done by the residual forces on the displacements

derived by the residuals itself through the preconditioning matrix. This variable depends

therefore intuitively from both errors on nodal forces and displacements. The main advantage

of such convergence criteria is that L* is already available in the iteration loop (it is the

numerator of coefficient Pk in the algorithm of Eq.(ll)) and does not require any new

calculation.

The distributed PCGM is implicitly very simple and efficient in data storage because only the

unassembled (and generally full) element stiffness matrices need to be stored. With standard

finite element method a large and sparse matrix arises in the assembling process. Special and

complicated storage schemes, renumbering algorithms and system solvers are then required for

large problems to reduce the otherwise unaccettable storage size and CPU time.

3.2 Distributed Preconditioning Matrix

In the standard PCGM the vector {za} is derived from the residuals {ra} through a "global"

preconditioning matrix [Ma] :

KhKHrJ (12)
Let us introduce a "distributed" preconditioning matrix [Du] ,[3], such that:

It is easy to show that Eq.(12), by means of the definitions of Eq.(lO), is verified if:

{zu} = [Du]~lM (14)
This means that, with the distributed matrix [Du] of Eq.(13), the preconditioning described by

Eq.(12) can be performed at element level by solving the local system :

The local preconditioner can be derived from the global one by Eq.(13), which, through

Eq.(3), can be written as :

If both [Du] and [Ma] are assumed to be diagonal:

12



Eq.(15) yields in this case:

which, as it can be verified, is equivalent to :

{diag[Du]} = [A]{diag[Ma]} (16)

The simplest choice for a preconditioner is the diagonal of the stiffness matrix itself:

{diag[Ma]} = {diag[Ka]} = [A]T{diag[Ku]} (17)

Introduction of Eq.(17) in Eq.(16) gives finally:

{diag[Du]} = [A][A]T{diag[Ku]}= r }
which provides a very easy way to form an unassembled preconditioner at element level, by

simply summing the diagonal terms of the element stiffness matrices over all incident elements.

This operation requires interelement data exchange but it has to be performed just once for all

before starting the iterative solution process. The solution of Eq.(14), required at each

iteration, is straightforward, because the preconditioner [Du] has been chosen to be diagonal.

A different diagonal preconditioner is suggested by Bijorck in [8]. The convergence rate of
iterative methods depends in general on the "condition number" of the system matrix [Ka]. A

diagonal preconditioner, which approximately minimizes such number for [Ka][Ma] over all

diagonal scalings of the coefficient matrix i s :

{diag[Ma]} = {mJ
where mi is the vector norm of the i-th column of [Ka] :

Unfortunately in this case the unassembled preconditioner [Du] cannot be formed easily from

[Ku] at element level. An approximation which has been used is :

_ <18>
lloc J

with

d . =

This method has been adopted in the numerical example described in section 5.0, where it has

required a few iterations less than the more simple preconditioner given by the stiffness matrix

diagonal. This result could anyway be dependent on the specific test case chosen and therefore

cannot be generalized.
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4.0 Quadrics Parallel Implementation

The solution method described in previous sections has been implemented in a computer

program written in TAO (a specific Quadrics language) for an 8 processors Quadrics machine

configured as a 2x2x2 grid (Fig.l). The parallel TAO program has been focused only on the

solution of the FEM equilibrium equation system of Eq.(7) by means of the distributed

algorithm of Eq.(ll).

Fig. 1: Node Mesh Topology
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The stiffness matrix elements (as well as the load vector) for the sample problems have been

calculated with a standard Fortran FEM program on a conventional machine and given as input

to the TAO program. This approach has been chosen for simplicity because the parallel

implementation of the matrix element calculation on a Quadrics machine would be almost

straightforward and would not require any specific development, therefore it has been left

eventually for future implementation. The calculation of element stiffness matrices depends

only on local element informations and in the operational classification of possible Quadrics

strategies it comes within the 2n d category ("complete locality situation"), where only standard

programming and no remote communications are required and high efficiency can be expected.

Most of the calculations of the distributed iterative solution given by Eq.( 11) can be executed

independently element by element and involves only data concerning one single element.

Parallel execution is easily achieved by simply distributing the element data among the

14



processing nodes, with each processor executing the calculations for the assigned portion of the

system without need for remote communications. The implementation of these parts is almost

independent from the element distribution strategy, which has been chosen.

The central point of the algorithm for interelement connections is localized in step (e) of

Eq.(l 1): here new element vectors are generated by local sums of the contributions of element

vectors from all neighbouring elements (for example, the vector of the "black" element in Fig.2

is derived from contributions of surrounding "gray" elements). As mentioned before, this step

requires the knowledge of element connectivity and heavy interprocessor communications. Its

implementation and performance is therefore strictly dependent on the specific domain

decomposition method, which has been adopted.

In the present work the domain is divided into a mesh of quadrilateral cells (Fig.2) and each cell

is divided in n p finite elements, if n p is the number of available processors. Each element of a

cell is assigned to a different processor of the grid, with the same element-processor mapping

for all cells. Each processor will then be assigned sequentially elements situated in "periodic"

positions of the whole domain (for example processor 2 in Fig.2), while all elements of a cell

will be processed in parallel simultaneously. Interprocessor communications have to be defined

for each element in a single cell, but the same internal connectivity holds for all cells.

Fig.2 : 2D domain mapped with four 8-elements cells

Communications between elements of different cells can be handled by indirect addressing to

the appropriate neighbouring cells: this should allow to simulate easily also irregular domains

and holes. On Quadrics the single node can process only floating point data numbers, while

integer numbers and indices can be allocated and processed only by the special and unique

CPU, supervising the global functions of the machine. Indirect cell addressing can then be

15



used only if the neighbouring cell indices are the same for all elements being executed in

parallel, as in the present domain decomposition.

A dummy non physical frame of cells contouring the domain has been introduced to allow

homogeneous processing, without logical branches, for all physical cells, even those on the

boundary. This frame, by means of the indirect addressing, requires only the memory space of

a single dummy cell.

It must be remarked that the subprogram, where the interelement connection is performed, is

dependent on the specific processor number and grid configuration of the Quadrics machine

being used: in the present work four different versions have been written, respectively for 1,2,4

and 8 processing nodes of the 2x2x2 grid available.

Particular efforts have been made in some basic optimization of the TAO program: by unrolling

of DO loops in vector operations, by data group loading (Extract and Replace statements) and

by avoiding unnecessary load-store operations from and to data memory (with Register

variables) the CPU time has been reduced by almost a factor of two compared to an initial

version.

5.0 Numerical Example

The solution program has been tested on the simple case of a linear elastic body of square

geometry under plane stress and uniform extension conditions (Fig.3). Four different meshes

(12x12, 24x24, 48x48, 96x96) of 8-nodes quadratic isoparametric elements have been used.

The total number of d.o.f. spans from 962 to 56066.

Fig.3 : Uniform extension problem
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The corresponding stiffness matrices (with imposed boundary conditions) and load vectors, as

already mentioned, have been generated by a separated FEM Fortran program and given in

input to the TAO program on an 8 processors Quadrics machine. Each mesh has been

calculated with different numbers of processing nodes (1,2,4 and 8), each machine partition

requiring a different and specific version of the local sum and interelement connection

subprogram.

Table 1: Numerical Results

1

2

4

8

Mesh

time
iter.
eff.

deff

time
iter.
eff.
deff

time
iter.
eff.
deff

time
iter.
eff.

deff

12x12

2274
177

1
-

1401
177
0.81
0.81

775
177
0.73
0.90

431
177
0.66
0.90

24x24

17811
354

1
-

10825
354
0.82
0.82

5960
354
0.75
0.91

3202
354
0.70
0.93

48x48

141176
708

1
-

85275
708
0.83
0.83

46906
708
0.75
0.91

24847
708
0.71
0.94

96x96

memory
exceeded

memory
exceeded

372625
1415
n.a.
n.a.

195951
1415
n.a.
0.95

(CPU time in msec.)

The largest meshes (48x48 and 96x96) could not be executed on 1 or 2 nodes because of

memory limitation. The memory space per processor required by the iterative solver is :

<5.6x 'dof xn. (bytes)

where:
ndof = number of d.o.f. per element

17



(=16 for the 2D 8-nodes element)
nel = total number of elements
np = number of processors

and this explains while the 96x96 mesh cannot be solved on 1 or 2 processors with 4 MByte

data memory each.

All test cases have been run with a convergence parameter (Sec.3.1) e = 10"4 and the maximum

relative error on calculated nodal displacements, compared to theoretical values, is always less

than 0.001 :

u j
The results in terms of CPU time, number of iterations and efficiency are summarized in Table

1. The measured CPU time is strictly the time spent by the iterative solution, Eq.(l 1), without

the initialization step. Parallel processing efficiency and "doubling" efficiency are defined

respectively as:

= t (n p /2)
n pxt(n p ) ' eff 2xt (n p )

where t(n) is the CPU time required by the calculation with n processors.

The following main remarks can be done on the results of Table 1:

- the number of preconditioned conjugate gradient iterations comes out to be proportional to

n'J2, while the total CPU time is roughly proportional to n|,/2 and the CPU time per

iteration, as expected, to nel.

- The CPU time for the calculation of the local sums, step (e) in Eq.(l 1), is a significant part

of the total time (about 40% with 8 processing nodes) and is almost completely spent in data

addressing and loading from local and neighbouring processing nodes.

- The efficiency in the test case increases with the mesh size, and decreases with the number of

processors, due to increasing interprocessor communications.

- The "doubling" efficiency increases with both mesh size and processor number: in the largest

test with 8 processing nodes is = 95%, very close to the theoretical limit value of 1.0.

18



6.0 Conclusions

A parallel distributed Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method for finite element analysis has

been developed and implemented in TAO on a Quadrics parallel computer, a SIMD machine

with 8 processors configured in a 2x2x2 grid. The prototype version of the program allows the

parallel solution of the finite element equation system and the calculation of nodal displacements

from element stiffness matrices in input.

Generation of such element matrices as well as calculation of stresses and strains has not been

addressed and implemented in the present version of the program, because it would not require

any special development. They are both clearly highly parallel tasks, whose processing time in

a parallel execution is expected to be reduced linearly with the number of processors.

The parallel implementation of the distributed PCGM has shown a good performance in a

simple 2D benchmark problem : good speed-up, between 5 and 6, have been achieved with 8

processing nodes, while a very high efficiency (up to 95%) has been reached in the doubling of

the processor number from 4 to 8. A case with 56000 d.o.f. has been solved in less than 200

sec on a small 8-nodes Quadrics machine, slightly less than the CPU time required by a

standard (but highly optimized) FEM code (ABAQUS) on a IBM-RISC6000-37T. The

estimated filling coefficient of the MAD pipes in this case has been of about 15%.

Compared to more standard domain decomposition procedures, the special cell partitioning

strategy adopted in the present formulation, though probably requiring more interprocessor

communications, is expected to allow more flexibility with different boundary conditions and

domain shapes.

The results of the tests, in terms of computer time, show two main and different aspects: a low

utilization coefficient of the peak computing power (due to interelement communications) and a

high doubling efficiency (due to the high level of parallelization achieved). Anyway much more

testing and research work has to be done on different problems, meshes and machine

configurations before an actual evaluation of performance, scalability and capability of the

proposed method can be done. Nevertheless the present work demonstrates the feasibility of

finite element calculations on Quadrics parallel computer by distributed PCGM.
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